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Introduction
Welcome to the most advanced, easy to use Weld Data Quality Control / Quality Assurance
program anywhere… period. Everything you need is in one program, no need to purchase, install,
and try to control lots of modules. With this straight-forward and easy to read manual, you will find
yourself able to modify an existing project, change its data, and print out any of 191 Quality Control
and Production reports anytime.
WELDTRACK® 6.0 offers you the following:
•

Tracks:
All Project Details, Weld Procedure Specifications, Welder Qualifications, Material
Specifications, Drawings, Weld Details and Repairs.

•

Handles:
All NDE Requirements by percentage, based on material specification and weld type.

•

Produces:
NDE Project Examination logs, NDE request forms, Production Stats, and RT flash labels.

•

Organizes:
All Projects’ welding information into an easy to use format with the use of a Master Data
List.

•

Quick and Easily to use:
Start a New Project in minutes.
Access to all Quality Control/ Quality Assurance information.

•

Simplicity:
Select any information and WELDTRACK® 6.0 prints it.
Enter information once, and then select it from a Master List, no more re-entering data.
Quality Control and Production Reports can be done any time you wish, daily, weekly, or at
the end of the Project

This manual will show how to modify a new project and add data of your own. You never have to
learn complex menus; everything you need to use is controlled by large, easy to use buttons.
You will quickly be creating Welds and working though various screens and reports – you will soon
wonder how you could have done without WELDTRACK® 6.0.
Your Quality Control productivity will increase, your time spent entering weld data will decrease,
and your analysis capability will be vastly improved.
You will have the weld analysis capability that has never been offered in the welding industry in one
complete very easy to use program – WELDTRACK® 6.0… Enjoy!
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Looking at an Existing Project
Starting WELDTRACK® 6.0
Double click on the
“WeldTrack 6.0 Network”
icon on your desktop

You will be asked for a
“Name” and a “Password”

Type the “Name” and
Step 13. Type
the
“Password”
you are
password
you
are
given by your network
given inside the
administrator,
andCD
then click “OK”
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Click “Start WeldTrack”
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Examining a Project
For the purposes of this manual, we will examine a project called the “Sample Project”.
When you start WELDTRACK® 6.0 you will be taken to the first screen, which is called the
“Project Administration” screen.

The Information for this Project is shown in the Project Summary Box.
The “Open Project Details” button takes us to the next step.
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Project Details
The Project Details Screen shows many summary details of the project as a whole. It shows the
“Project” Details, the “General Contractor”, the “Welding SubContractor(s)”, and any “NDE (NonDestructive Examination) SubContractor(s)”.

Notice that in each area you can create a new Contractor/SubContractor by using a button (we will
look at creating these later).
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The Primary Function Buttons
WELDTRACK® 6.0 provides 10 Primary Function Buttons which are located at the top of all the
Primary Screens. These buttons control your primary navigation around WELDTRACK® 6.0. You
will see and use these buttons many times and will quickly learn their functions and value.

Lets look at the buttons that we have explored so far; when we started WELDTRACK® 6.0 we were
automatically taken to the Project Administration Screen (the first Primary Function Button); now
we are on the Project Details Screen (the second Primary Function Button). I think it is a good idea
to skip the Reports Screen (the third Primary Function Button) for now until we have explored all
the data that it used in making those reports. Let’s explore “WPS Procedures”.
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WPS Procedures
When you first arrive at the WPS Procedures Screen it will be blank except for the Project Summary
Box which lets you know you are in the correct Project.

I will begin this screen by selecting from the “WPS Procedure in this Project” combo box dropdown
button (okay, that is a bit of computer speak, but that is what it is called… and I did point to it). In
this example I am selecting “PR-002” by pointing to it with the mouse and clicking on it)
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Now we have made our selection, we can see the “WPS Details” are automatically filled in by
WELDTRACK® 6.0. This method allows you to not only look at the details, but also to make changes
to the WPS on the screen, (we will look at editing later, for now, we’ll just look at the details). Let’s
move on to the Welders by clicking on the “Welders” Primary Function Button
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Welders
Like the WPS Screen, when you first go into the Welders Screen it is blank except for the Project
Summary Box. In order to look at the details of a Welder, select the person from the “Active Welder
ID’s for this Project” combo box dropdown button (I have mentioned, but incase you forgot, that is
computer speak for the button I am pointing to). As the name implies, no matter how many welders
you have in other projects, only those welders who are currently marked as “Active” in this Project
are listed here. In this example, I am going to select “Dave Mexter” whose ID number is “13579”.
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Once selected, you can view the Details of this Welder, including “Welder Symbol” on this Project,
“Comments”, and all “Process(es)” this welder is or was qualified for and its details. Also shown on
this screen are the three buttons you would use to activate/deactivate, create, and add an existing
welder from another Project to this Project. (Again I will explore these buttons later, for now we are
just looking).

Welder Qualification Expiration Check

Perhaps you would like to check to
see if you have Welders who have
Qualifications that expire soon.
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Initially the date is set for 2
weeks from today’s date, but
you can select a different
amount of time into the future…

…or select a specific date
from the Calendar

When you are satisfied with
the
selected
…or
select adate, click “List
Expiring Qualifications”
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You will be shown all the Welders in
your Project who’s Qualifications
expire on or before the date you
selected
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Specifications
Let’s move to Specifications, select the “Specifications” Primary Function Button.
Like previous screens, when you first arrive at the Specifications Screen, only the Project Summary
Box is filled in. I have selected the “Specification ID” combo box dropdown button to select a Spec
of interest; in this example, the spec is “CS-002”.
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After you have selected the Spec you are interested in, all the “Spec Details” will be shown in a table
at the bottom of the screen. In this example 6 Weld Types are shown, you could enter these in each
Project or you can enter them in from another Project using the “Add An Existing Spec From
Another Project” button (which we will look at later).

Short Form Used
Weld Type
BW
FW
TOL
WOL
SOL
B&S
Test
RT
MPI
UT
LPI
VT
PMI
PWHT
BHT
AT
FN
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Full Name
Butt Weld
Fillet Weld
Thread-O-Let
Weld-O-Let
Sock-O-Let
Bell and Spigot
Radiographic Test
Magnetic Particle Inspection
UltraSonic Test
Liquid Penetrant Inspection
Visual Test
Positive Material Inspection
Post-Weld Heat Treat
Brinell Hardness Test
Air Test
Ferrite Number

Drawings
So now we’ve moved along to the Drawings Screen by selecting the “Drawings” Primary Function
Button. This Screen is a little different from the other screens; already shows all the Drawings for
the Project as soon as we navigate to it. If you wish, you can select a drawing (by clicking anywhere
in its row) then (But I am NOT going there now) clicking the “Open Weld Details for the
SELECTED Drawing” button.

Let’s go to the “Weld Details” Primary Function Button WITHOUT selecting the “Open Weld
Details for the SELECTED Drawing” button.
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Weld Details
Okay, now we are getting to the real data entry. As with most of the Primary Screens, the “Weld
Details” Screen begins blank except for the Project Summary Box. Here I have clicked the
“Drawing/Iso/Spool Number” combo box dropdown button and I am selecting Drawing
“AA-134-B”, “Sheet 01”.
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Once the Drawing is selected, you can see the Welds/Weld Joints shown in the table at the bottom of
the screen. Each Weld is comprised of 4 white rows (running from left to right across the screen).
Just above the first Weld are the headings to let you know what the Information means. These
headings are easy to distinguish from the Weld data itself because the headings have a grey, not
white background.

When you click in a record,
the field heading hi-lights
yellow

Table to show the meanings in the Weld Details Screen
Heading

Weld
Number
Material
Spec

Line
Number

What it Means

Potential Data to
Enter

When Is it
required?

Special features

Example:
as shown
above
W02

A value you enter, usually
taken from the physical
drawing
Material Specification

you type it in, it can
contain letters or
numbers
You must select
from the combo box
dropdown button

Immediately

-

Immediately
, or you
cannot
select a weld
type

The number of the line of
pipe as written on the
physical drawing

You type it in, it can
contain letters or
numbers

Immediately

This
selection
controls which Weld
Types are shown in
the
Weld
Type
combo
box
dropdown button
-

FB-399

66
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Heading

What it Means

Potential Data to
Enter

When Is it
required?

Special features

WPS No.

Weld
Procedure
Specification Number

You must select
from the combo box
dropdown button

Soon,
for
the Reports
to
be
accurate

Symbol

Welder Symbol marked
on each weld to identify
who welded the joint

You must select
from the combo box
dropdown button

Soon,
for
the Reports
to
be
accurate

Welder ID

A unique number given to
a welder

You cannot enter any
value here

Automatic

If the WPS you need
is not in the list, you
must go to the WPS
Procedures
Screen
and enter the WPS
there
If the Welder you
need is not in the list,
then they are either
not active in this
project and/or they
are not qualified for
the WPS you have
selected. If you still
want to add them you
must make changes
to them in the
Welders Screen.
Seen below the main
table when you click
on a Weld

Position

The Welder Position on
the pipe. E.g. Out1 means
the welder was the first
welder on the outside of
the pipe
The Percent of the Weld
the Welder has Welded.(if
you say it slowly it does
make sense). E.g. if a
welder is the only one on
the outside of a pipe, then
he gets 100% of that weld.
If the outside of the weld
is completed by 2
welders, you could give 1
of them (out1) 25% and
the other(out2) 75% on
two separate Welds(set of
3 lines)
The name of the type of
Weld Joint

Select
from
the
combo
box
dropdown button or
type in a value

Immediately

Select
from
the
combo
box
dropdown button or
type in a value

Immediately

-

100%

You must select
from the combo box
dropdown button

Immediately

BW

Linear Inches of Weld

You ONLY Enter a
value if the Weld
Type is LS(Long
Seam)

Soon,
for
the Reports
to
be
accurate

If the Weld Type you
need is not in the list,
then it is not in the
Material
Spec
selected (look beside
the Weld Date)
When you enter a
value
into
the
Diameter field, the
Linear Inches is
Automatically
calculated for you
(Linear Inches =
Diameter * 3.14159)

Welder %

Weld Type

Lin. In.
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Example:
as shown
above
RR-001

JJ

21888

OUT1

18.8

Heading

What it Means

Potential Data to
Enter

When Is it
required?

Special features

Soon,
for
the Reports
to
be
accurate
(Not needed
for LS)
Soon,
for
the Reports
to
be
accurate
Soon,
for
the Reports
to
be
accurate
Not required

As you enter values,
they will appear in
the list for you to use
next time

6

As you enter values,
they will appear in
the list for you to use
next time
-

S80

Not required

-

Soon,
for
the Reports
to
be
accurate
(should be
entered as
soon as the
welder
is
finished)
Immediately

-

05 Sep 2005

WeldTrack 6.0®
creates it

000029

Not
Required

-

15 Sep 2005

Must
be
“U”, “A”, or
“R”

-

A

Dia.

Diameter of the Pipe

Select
from
the
combo
box
dropdown button or
type in a value

Thickness

The Thickness of Material
in the Pipe

Location

Location the welding was
performed

PWHT Date

Post-Weld Heat Treat
Date (if PWHT column is
“R” or “A”). If PWHT is
“U” then this date
represents when a request
for the Treatment was
made
The Chart Number of the
PWHT

Select
from
the
combo
box
dropdown button or
type in a value
You must select
from the combo box
dropdown
button
(Field or Shop)
The best date format
for entry is shown -day(as a number)
then month(as a 3letter abbreviation),
then
year(as
4
numbers)
You type it in, it can
contain letters or
numbers
The best date format
for entry is shown -day(as a number)
then month(as a 3letter abbreviation),
then
year(as
4
numbers)

PWHT
Chart#
Weld Date

The date the weld deposit
was actually finished. If it
is left blank, WeldTrack
6.0® assumes the weld is
“preloaded” (taken from
the Drawing, but not
physically welded yet)

Weld ID

An ID number that
WeldTrack 6.0® needs,
every weld gets its own
unique ID
Radiographic Test Date
(if RT column is “R” or
“A”). If RT is “U” then
this date represents when
a request for the test was
made

RT Date

RT

Radiographic Test Status

You cannot
anything here

enter

The best date format
for entry is shown -day(as a number)
then month(as a 3letter abbreviation),
then
year(as
4
numbers)
“R” = the Weld is
Rejected
“A” = the Weld is
Accepted
“U” = the Weld is
Untested

Example:
as shown
above

Field

-
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Heading

What it Means

Potential Data to
Enter

MPI Date

Magnetic
Particle
Inspection Date (if MPI
column is “R” or “A”). If
MPI is “U” then this date
represents when a request
for the test was made

MPI

Magnetic
Particle
Inspection Status

VT Date

Visual Test Date (if VT
column is “R” or “A”). If
VT is “U” then this date
represents when a request
for the test was made

VT

Visual Test Status

UT Date

Ultrasonic Test Date (if
UT column is “R” or
“A”). If UT is “U” then
this date represents when
a request for the test was
made

UT

UltraSonic Test Status

LPI Date

Liquid Penetrant Test
Date (if LPI column is
“R” or “A”). If LPI is
“U” then this date
represents when a request
for the test was made

LPI

Liquid
Penetrant
Inspection Status

The best date format
for entry is shown -day(as a number)
then month(as a 3letter abbreviation),
then
year(as
4
numbers)
“R” = the Weld is
Rejected
“A” = the Weld is
Accepted
“U” = the Weld is
Untested
The best date format
for entry is shown -day(as a number)
then month(as a 3letter abbreviation),
then
year(as
4
numbers)
“R” = the Weld is
Rejected
“A” = the Weld is
Accepted
“U” = the Weld is
Untested
The best date format
for entry is shown -day(as a number)
then month(as a 3letter abbreviation),
then
year(as
4
numbers)
“R” = the Weld is
Rejected
“A” = the Weld is
Accepted
“U” = the Weld is
Untested
The best date format
for entry is shown -day(as a number)
then month(as a 3letter abbreviation),
then
year(as
4
numbers)
“R” = the Weld is
Rejected
“A” = the Weld is
Accepted
“U” = the Weld is
Untested
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When Is it
required?

Special features

Example:
as shown
above

Not
Required

-

Must
be
“U”, “A”, or
“R”

-

U

Soon,
for
the Reports
to
be
accurate

-

15 Sep 2005

Must
be
“U”, “A”, or
“R”

-

A

Not
Required

-

Must
be
“U”, “A”, or
“R”

-

Not
Required

-

Must
be
“U”, “A”, or
“R”

-

U

U

Heading

What it Means

Potential Data to
Enter

AT Date

Air Test Date (if AT
column is “R” or “A”). If
AT is “U” then this date
represents when a request
for the test was made

Not
Required

-

AT

Air Test Status

Must
be
“U”, “A”, or
“R”

-

Hydro Date

Hydrologic Test Date (if
HT column is “R” or
“A”). If HT is “U” then
this date represents when
a request for the test was
made

Not
Required

-

HT

Hydrologic Test Status

Must
be
“U”, “A”, or
“R”

-

SubSystem

Large Projects can benefit
from being subdivided.
These Subsystems allow
client sign-off before the
entire
Project
is
completed.
A group of Welds used
for a Hydro Test Package

The best date format
for entry is shown -day(as a number)
then month(as a 3letter abbreviation),
then
year(as
4
numbers)
“R” = the Weld is
Rejected
“A” = the Weld is
Accepted
“U” = the Weld is
Untested
The best date format
for entry is shown -day(as a number)
then month(as a 3letter abbreviation),
then
year(as
4
numbers)
“R” = the Weld is
Rejected
“A” = the Weld is
Accepted
“U” = the Weld is
Untested
Select from the list,
which
you
can
modify in the “Edit
Data” Screen

Not
Required

A-57

Select from the list,
which
you
can
modify in the “Edit
Data” Screen
The best date format
for entry is shown -day(as a number)
then month(as a 3letter abbreviation),
then
year(as
4
numbers)
“R” = the Weld is
Rejected
“A” = the Weld is
Accepted
“U” = the Weld is
Untested
The best date format
for entry is shown -day(as a number)
then month(as a 3letter abbreviation),
then
year(as
4
numbers)

Not
Required

0

Test
Package

PMI Date

Positive
Material
Inspection Date (if PMI
column is “R” or “A”). If
PMI is “U” then this date
represents when a request
for the test was made

PMI

Positive
Material
Inspection Status

BHT Date

Bernel Hardness Test
Date (if BHT column is
“R” or “A”). If BHT is
“U” then this date
represents when a request
for the test was made

When Is it
required?

Special features

Example:
as shown
above

U

U

Not
Required

-

Must
be
“U”, “A”, or
“R”

-

U

Not
Required

-

U
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Heading

What it Means

BHT

Bernel
Status

Hardness

Test

Welder
Name

The name of the Welder
who performed this Weld

Comments

Any comments you might
want recorded for this
Weld

Potential Data to
Enter

When Is it
required?

Special features

“R” = the Weld is
Rejected
“A” = the Weld is
Accepted
“U” = the Weld is
Untested
WeldTrack
6.0®
automatically enters
it based on the
Welder
ID
you
entered previously
Anything you wish,
letters and numbers

Must
be
“U”, “A”, or
“R”

-

Automatic

-

Not
Required

-

Search for Welds

A powerful tool for finding a
Weld or group of Welds is the
“Search for Welds” feature
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Example:
as shown
above

Jack
Johnstone

When you arrive at this
Screen for the first time, the
“Search Matrix” will be empty

You can always see how many Welds are
found by looking at this number.

When you arrive at this Screen for the first
time, all Welds will be shown.

By using the combo boxes, you can make a
selection. Only items in your project are
shown in the list. Here I am going to restrict
my view by selecting Line Number “14”
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Now only welds belonging
to line 16
66 are shown.
Note, there are 3
21ofofthem
them
in this Project
Project

You can further restrict the
view by filling in more items in
the “Selection Matrix
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Now there are only one Weld
that belongs to “Line 16”, and
are “BW” (Butt Welds)

“Clear Search” will remove
all of the restrictions
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Here I have chosen Line “21” and
Diameter “4”. To create a Report
based on these select “Preview Report”

The Report shows both the
“Search Criteria” and the results
(grouped by Drawing)
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On the final page of the Report,
you will see the totals.

You might discover some incorrect
information with your search. You
can edit the Weld by selecting the
Weld then click the “Edit Selected
Record” button.
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Now you may change any
part of the Weld.
When complete, select the “Close” button,
your changes are saved automatically.
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Repairs
I will explore the Repairs Screen by Selecting the “Repairs” Primary Function Button. As with
many other screens, the Repairs Screen begins blank except for the Project Summary Box. Here I
have selected the “Rejected or Repaired Welds” combo box dropdown button to select a Weld of
interest. In this example, the Weld ID is “000028”.

Note: if there is no “Accepted Date” for the Repair, the Repair Weld has either not been welded yet,
or has not passed re-inspection.
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Once selected, “Original Weld” info appears in the left Section; the “Weld Repair Number” (you
might have several Repairs to the same Weld) appears in the center Section, while the “Repair Weld
Details” info appears in the right Section. The Test Status Area, lets you know the Rejected Test or
Tests.

Now we have completed looking at the existing data. Let’s look at some editing of information
beginning with the “Edit Data” Primary Function Button.
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Edit Data
There are 26 buttons separated into 2 main Sections: “Project Specific Information” and “Shared
Information”. Each button allows you to customize certain aspects of the data in WELDTRACK® 6.0.
Editing can be broken down into 2 types: 1- editing data currently in the database, and 2- editing the
combo box dropdown lists we have seen many times in the previous Screens. Let’s examine a
button from type 2, the “SubSystems” button.

In this screen we can edit the data found in any of the SubSystem combo boxes. You can create
additional SubSystems here by typing the name of the new SubSystem at the bottom of the list.
When finished, just click the close button, (be careful NOT to click the top red “X” button or you
will be kicked out of WELDTRACK® 6.0). Your Changes will automatically be saved no matter which
of the 2 buttons you click.
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The other kind of button (the one that controls existing information in your Project) can be explained
by looking at the “Welder Qualifications” button

If you have a Welder who has upgraded their Qualifications, you can come in here and add them to
this list. Other Projects see this information also, so you do not have to change the Welder’s data in
any place other than right here. This list is sorted by Welder Last Name

When completed, close the table. Just like the previous example…be careful NOT to click the top
red “X” button or you will be kicked out of WELDTRACK® 6.0. Your Changes will automatically be
saved no matter which of the 2 buttons you click.
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Test Packages are a little
different from most buttons
here. You can ONLY enter
information using this button

You enter the Test Package
like other information

However, as you enter
“Released By”
By”,whomever
whoever isis
typing in this information is
recorded automatically in
the “Data Input By” field

Also, as the
Released”
However,
as“Date
you enter
is entered By”
or changed,
theis
“Released
whomever
“Date Input”
automatically
typing
in this is
information
is
recorded automatically in
h “
” f ld
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Beginning a Project and Its Components
Begin a Project

When you first begin
WELDTRACK® 6.0, you have the
option to “Modify Project”.

Note: you can get back to this “Project Administration” Screen whenever you wish by selecting its
Primary Function Button.
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Fill in the information, (Only the
first 4 fields are required, but
the more you fill in, the more
complete your reports will be)

Some combo box dropdown buttons
might not contain the information you
would like. If that is the case, then
enter the information you can, and fill
the rest in later. You can add those
‘missing’ items in the “Edit Data”
Screen as shown on page 24
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Special Feature: the Province/State
combo box dropdown button is linked
to the Country field. I.e. if you selected
“USA” in the country field, all the US
States are shown in the Province/State
combo box dropdown button. If you,
instead, select “Canada” in the country
field, all the Canadian Provinces are
shown in the Province/State combo box
dropdown button.

Create a New General Contractor
Now that we have created the
Project, we have some
additional information to enter.
Perhaps the General Contractor
is not listed in the combo box
dropdown list.

In that case, we need to create
them. Select the “Create New
General Contractor” button

Fill in the appropriate
information, then press
“Save and Close”

Just like modifying a new
Project, the completeness
of you Reports is based on
the completeness of this
information.
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Now the General Contractor
I just created is available.

When you make your selection,
When
you
will see the “General
you
Contractor”
details appear below.

Note: You can edit (modify) the text in any field on this screen
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Create a New Welding SubContractor

If the Subcontractor is
not in the list, click the
“Create…” button
button.

As with the Project Details, fill
in the appropriate information
and click “Save and Close”.
Close”
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Now make your selection

Create a New NDE SubContractor

We need to do the same for
the NDE SubContractors
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Once again, fill in the
information,

In this particular example, I
made a mistake and created an
incorrect NDE SubContractor,
we will delete this later
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Create a New WPS Procedure
All WPSs created are saved into a WPS master file and later can be added to a new project by
clicking on “Add Existing WPS to Project”.

Because the Project is new, there will be no
WPSs in the Project yet. After a while of
using WELDTRACK® 6.0, you might have

I will show you how to
“Create a New WPS”

WPSs in other Projects; in that case you
can choose “Add Existing WPS to Project”

As with
Project Details, fill
Fill
in thethe
appropriate
in
the
appropriate
information
information from your
and click “Save and Close”

Note: the “Process(es)”
information is important
for tracking this WPS;
make sure to fill it in
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Now make your selection

Once selected, you will see
the WPS Details listed here
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Creating a Welder — Method 1: Using the “Welders” Screen
Moving on to “Welders”…

We, at Weld Data Systems
Inc., have preloaded a “0”
Welder in the Project so any
unassigned welds will be ‘his’

To create a new Welder,
I will select the “Create
A New Welder” button

When you first come into this
screen, it will look empty like this
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Fill in the Welder
Information. Then click
“Create Welder Symbol”

This action opens up the
“Welder Symbol” text box,
click in the white box

Don’t worry if you get this
warning, simply click “OK”
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Once
Once
Once
you
you
you
type
type
type
in in
the
in
the
“Welder
the
“Welder
“Welder
Symbol”,
select
Symbol”,
Symbol”,
“Saveselect
Welder
select
“Save
“Save
Symbol”
Welder
Welder
andSymbol”
then
Symbol”
“Save
and
and
then
and
then
Close”
“Save
“Save
and
and
Close”
Close”

The new Welder appears
in the combo box
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PLEASE NOTE: I am showing you
a way with an error to let you know
how you can solve this issue

To give this new Welder some
Qualifications, select him, and
then use the dropdown for
“WPS Number. Only WPSs you
added in the previous Section
will be available to you here

As you fill in the information,
the “Process(es)” and “Filler
Material” will automatically be
filled in for you from the WPS
you selected

If you do ever get this warning, click “OK”
then hit the ESC key on your keyboard
TWICE. Then you will be able to close the
screen without the error.
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We cannot save this Qualification
without an “Issuer”, but we have not
created any Issuers yet, so we will get
this warning if we try to save the record
(by clicking outside of a record t
WELDTRACK® 6.0 tries to save it)

We could carry on with each Screen,
entering data as we can, but let us look at
a very useful Screen which will allow us to
edit a great deal of information in one
place. That screen is “Edit Data”

Go to the “Edit Data”
Screen

Click “Ticket Issuers”

Type in all the ticket
issuers you need
Now you can return to the
“Welders” page and complete
the “Welder Qualifications”
HOWEVER, the following section will
show how to use the “Edit Data” Screen
to complete much of the information
contained on the other pages
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Creating a Welder — Method 2: Using the “Edit Data” Screen

You can create a new
Welder by using the
“All Welders” button

Simply type the three
pieces of information
in the empty line at
the bottom of the list

Now
Nowyou
youneed
needtotoadd
addthe
Welder
to
this
Project;
the Welder to this but if
you
select but
the if“Welders”
Project;
you
button,
you
cannot add the
select the “Welders”
Welder
here…
b

…instead, select the
“Welder Qualifications”
button…
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…in the next available line, use
the combo box and select the
desired “Welder ID Number”

Add a WPS for that Welder

Give the “Date Qualified”,
“Date Qualified”, “Expiry
Date”, and “Issuer”
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Now go back to the “Welders”
Primary Function Button

Notice the Welder
we created does not
yet belong to this
Project.

Select the “Add Welder
to This Project”

Notice the Welder we
created is in the “Welders
Not In Current Project”
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If you had a number of Welders
available to you, you might want to
restrict the list to only Welders
currently qualified for a specific WPS

I have restricted my view to show
only Welders qualified for WPS
“PR-001”. Since our new Welder is
not qualified for this WPS, he does
not show in the available list anymore
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Changing my selection to
show “PR-003”, the new
Welder once again shows.
shows

To add this Welder to out
our
Project, click on him, and
thenthen
click the “Add Selected Welder
to This Project” button
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An information box will appear
because you cannot have two
Welders with the same Symbol in
a single Project. Click “OK”

Enter an appropriate Welder
Symbol. Click “OK”

Click “Yes”

Click “Yes”
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Now the Welder is
added to the Project.
Click “Close”

Now the Welder is available
whenever appropriate.
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Activate/Deactivate Welders
If a Welder has produced some Welds then left the Project, they need to be deactivated, so they do
not keep showing up in the lists of Welders in the Weld Details Screen. Once the Welder has been
Deactivated, the Welder might come back to the Project, so they need to be Activated again. Both of
these actions can be performed from the “Activate/Deactivate Welder for this Project” button
To activate a Welder click the “Active” box to the left of the desired welder to check the box.
To deactivate a Welder click the “Active” box to the left of the desired welder to uncheck the box.

When finished just click the close button, (be careful NOT to click the top red “X” button or you will
be kicked out of WELDTRACK® 6.0). Your Changes will automatically be saved no matter which of
the 2 buttons you click.
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Using the “Edit Data” Screen
At this point we can utilize the
“Edit Data” Screen to input
information in combo boxes
used when entering Welds

n
p

o

q

n

To make the creation of Welds
easier I will fill in “SubSystems”,…

o

p
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…“Test Packages”,…

…and “Line Number”.

q

Let’s say I made a mistake when
I created an NDE SubContractor. I
added an extra Company by mistake.
I will now show how to delete
something from the “Edit Data”
Screen. First click on what is called
the “Record Selector” of the record
you wish to delete, then hit the
“Delete” key on your keyboard.

When you get this
warning, click “Yes”

Now you have only the NDE
SubContractors you would
like to keep
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Specifications
Specifications are different
from the other pieces of
information. They can be
reused between Projects, but
they might also be modified
slightly for each Project.

I will go back to the “Specifications”
button to enter them.
If needed, select “Create
a New Specification”

It takes two ID
numbers keep
track the
Specification

Fill in the general
Information for the
Spec then click “Save
and Close”
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The added Spec is
now available.

You can select the Weld Type
from the combo box (If the Weld
Type you require is not in the list,
add it in the “Edit Data” Screen
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Fill in the information.
Remember your grade-school
math, 10% can be typed in as
10% or as 0.1

Add an Existing Material Specification
When you have been working with WELDTRACK® 6.0 for a while, you might find you have a second
Project on the go. Here is an example that shows you don’t have to enter every Specification for
every Project. You can “Add an existing Spec from another Project”… and here’s how…

Select “Add An Existing Spec
From Another Project”
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Select the Project where
the desired Material
Spec is located

All of the Specifications from the “Other Project” are listed in the list below
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Select the “Spec” you would like to add to the Current Project.

Finally, select the “Add Button” to add the selected Specification to the Current Project. “Close” the
Window to see the effect of the addition you just made.
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Use the “Specification” Combo Box to select the newly added Spec; note that all of the Spec Details
from the Other Project for this Specification are added to this Project

You may edit any Detail in this Project and it will not affect the Specification tin the Other Project.
Now let’s have a look at some Advanced options, first select the “Add An Existing…” button..
If you want to add only the Spec Details for a Weld Type and not the whole Specification, select the
“Spec in the Current Project” you wish to add to and click the “Advanced” button. You will see the
Details of that Spec below.
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Select the “Other Project” and “Specification” from which you wish to add.

Notice the Original Spec
does not include the
WeldType LS (Long Seam)

Select the “Weld Type” you want to add to the Current Spec and Select the “Add” button
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See the “Weld Type and Details” were added to the “selected Specification”.
When complete, close this screen.
Now you can see the added Spec Detail
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Create Drawings for the Current Project

Now we are ready to
add some drawings

You can add them by typing, or by
importing them from Excel (see the
Importing Data Chapter in this manual)

Each
Each
Drawing must have a unique
Eac
combination
hDrawi of Drawing numbers and
Sheet
ngNumbers. Notice the error I get
Dra
when
must
I try to add two drawings with both
win
these
gh pieces of information the same
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By changing the Sheet Number,
I resolve the issue.
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Weld Details

We are now ready to start
entering the ‘real’ data. All the
information so far has been to
make the following steps possible

Select a drawing for the first
set of Welds, I will choose
Drawing LP 120, Sheet 01

Note the “Details” from the
Drawing are brought in for you

I begin by entering the Weld
Number from the Drawing/Iso
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By using the combo boxes
(filled with information that
we have already entered in
the other screens), the weld
can be created very quickly.

Note TWO
interdependencies

(1) You can only select Welders who are
currently qualified for the WPS you choose (you
can select the “0” Welder to ‘preload’ the Weld if
you do not know yet who will do the welding

(2) You can only select Weld
Types that are included in the
Specification you choose
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Complete the Weld – entering
Information as warranted

Entering all Welds this way would
be time consuming, so once you
have one Weld entered, copy it
using the “Duplicate This Record”
b

Once you click the button, you will see the Weld you had selected is copied to the
bottom of the Weld List. Please Note: You cannot leave the Weld like this because no
two Welds can be exactly the same. You must change the Weld Joint name, and/or
the Welder Position
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After copying this new Weld, I will
change the Welder “Position” to become
“In1”. This means that Weld Joint W02
was welded by two Welders, one on the
outside of the pipe (“Out1”), and one on
the inside of the pipe (“In1”)

So now very quickly I have
2 Welds entered describing
1 Weld Joint

I have modified the Diameter of Weld
W01 to make it a little more realistic for
it to be welded on the inside.
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Repairs and Tracers

The “R” in a test is to designate
a “Rejected” test of the Weld.
Here it is a failed RT test

Only Welds with a Rejected test
appear in this combo box
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Now let’s look at the
final Data Entry
Screen: “Repairs”

A Repair is entered here. You can have
multiple Repairs to a single Original Weld,
simply add the new Repair below the
previous one. I will create only a single
Repair in this example

The next step is to click here

Notice some information
is brought in for you
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Fill in as much about the
Repair as you can

You can select tests to be
performed on the repair

If the Rejection is due to a failed RT test,
you might want to create Tracers

When you arrive at the
Tracer Screen for the
first time, it is empty
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There are no existing Tracers,
so this combo box is empty also

You will see all Welds belonging to the
Welder who had the original Rejection.
(Excluded are Welds that have already been
used as a Tracer for another Rejection)
Listing all the Welds allows the user to select
which weld they would like to test
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When you select a Weld
weld as
as the
the
Tracer, the Details show below

If you are satisfied with this
Weld as the Tracer, select
the “Accept this Weld as a
Tracer” button

You may choose to accept the
default name for the Tracer (the
recommended method), or you can
enter one of your choosing

Here is the
completed record
If desired, create
a second tracer
for this rejection
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Now you might want to enter a second
Tracer for this Original Weld. You can add
as many tracers you wish, examining them
using the “Existing Tracers” combo box)

You can add more Tracers by repeating the
same steps but name them “3”, “4,” etc, or
some other name as long as they are not
identical to one of the existing names
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To have a look at the results of the
rejection and the Tracers, here are
two Reports: “Rejected Welds”…

… and Tracer Report
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Reports
I will show you many of the 191 Reports by exploring the Sample Project. I have begun by selecting
the “Reports” Primary Function Button”

As you can see, the Main Reports Screen contains 12 Report buttons that will allow you to print
complete information on all aspects of the Project. There are 191 reports that can be accessed and
printed, let’s look at them in order…
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Project Summary
This 2 page report shows you the Project Details and Contractor Information on page 1 while page 2
shows the current status of the Project and its Welds.

To get to page 2, select the “Next Page” button
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You can print this Report anytime you need the most up to date information on the Status of the
Project and its welds. Simply go to “File – Print…” (this way of printing can be used on ANY
Report Preview)
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Page 2 (Zoomed)

Not just drawings,
but each Sheet is
counted

Number of Weld
Joints with Weld
Dates in the
Project

Number of Lines of
piping

Number of Welders
with Welds
attributed to them

Number of Welds with
Weld Dates contained in
all of the Weld Joints of
the Project

Number of
different Weld
Joint Types

Number of
SubSystems with
Welds associated
with them

Instead of Linear
Inches, this Total
represents the
Diameter Inches
of all Welders

Because Visual
Testing is often
100%, this
number is
shown here

Inches of Repair
Total Linear
= Inches Welded

The linear inches
welded by all
welders combined
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Number of Repairs; does not
take into account testing/
approval or repaired Rejections

QC/QA Reports/Requests

As you can see, the Quality Control /Quality Assurance Reports and Requests Sub Screen contains
24 buttons in 3 groups; I will look at “Missing Information” first
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Missing Information
These 7 Reports can be used to search for missing WELDTRACK® 6.0 data information.
Incomplete Visual Tests

Total Weld
Joints that
have a “U”
for Untested
in their VT
(Status)
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Incomplete Air Tests
When there has been no date input in the Weld Details section and/or AT value is U. This report
helps remind the Inspection staff that there are weld joints that require sign off inspection.

There is one Weld Joint
that requires an Air Test
within its Material Spec.
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Missing Material Specifications
A Material Spec is required for every Weld; this Report will list any that are missing.

This Report shows that there are no
Weld Joints that have a missing
Material Spec in the Weld Details
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Summary of Incomplete Weld Data
This Report lists all the Welds that have key pieces of information missing. This Report will allow
the Quality Control staff the opportunity to track down missing weld information and maintain
complete weld records on an ongoing basis.
Field on Report
Weld Joint
Material Spec.
Line Number
WPS No.
Welder ID
Position
Symbol
Welder %
Weld Type
Lin. Inches
Dia.

Required by this
Report?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Field on Report

Required by this
Report?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Thickness
Location
Weld Date
Weld ID
ALL TEST DATES

ALL TEST STATUS
Comments

Not Required
unless its Status is
“A” or “R”
Yes; “U”, or “A”,
or “R”
Not Required

First Page

These two Welds appear in
this Report because of they
have an “A”ccepted Status
without a Test Date
This Weld appears due to
the missing “Weld Date”

There are a total of 3
Welds that have
missing information.

Those 3 Welds are
used in 3 Weld Joints.

Grand Total Welder Linear Inches in This Summary = Sum( Lin. Inches x Welder Percent)
Grand Total Welder
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Preloaded But Not Welded
This report is used to track preloaded Welds. At the beginning of a project, the Quality Control
Department may enter all of the welds required for a Project. As these Welds are completed in the
Weld Details section of the program, they will automatically be removed from this report. However
if a weld should be missed during inspection and no Weld Date information has been recorded, the
weld will show up on this report.
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No Welder Assigned
This Report identifies Welds where the Welders have not been entered in the Weld Details section of
WELDTRACK® 6.0.

There are no unassigned Weld Joints. i.e. all the Welds
in this Project have a Welder ID Assigned to them.
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Rejected Welds
This Report lists all the Welds in the project that have been Rejected.
The Rejected Welds report will allow the Quality Control staff to maintain an ongoing list of each
weld that has been Rejected and all information with regards to weld details and location.
Welds appear in this Report that currently show an “R” in ANY Test Status

Any Test that shows
an “R” (Rejected)
appears with a colored
background to easily
identify it.

pack four fields are taken from the
These
Repairs Screen. They show green
when there is a value in it.

e
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Status by Spec

The “Status by Spec” section contains 8 NDE Reports that will print out reports to confirm NDE
Status by Spec by Weld Type. This allows for ongoing tracking by the Quality Control staff of NDE
percentage of inspection.
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All of the reports in this group are of the same style. I will use the “Weld Status Summary By Spec:
RT” as the example for the group.
There are 19 Weld
Joints that are BW and
a Material Spec of
FB-399. Of those 19
Weld Joints, 7 have
been Tested.

Tested % to Date =

Joints Tested
Total Number of Weld Joints

RT Expected = (RT Spec) X (Total No. Weld Joints)

Tests Remaining to Reach Spec = RT Expected – Joints Tested
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Requests

“Requests” contain 9 Reports. These requests can be sent to the project NDE Inspection Company.
To make a request, go to Weld Details, select a drawing, select a weld, and enter in NDE date (RT,
MPI, VT, UT, LPI, AT, MPI and BHT) leave a “U” to the right of the date (in the Status field). This
will now generate a request for that NDE. By generating a request you can be assured that the NDE
Company will have all of the pertinent information regarding the specific weld required for their
NDE Inspection Reports.
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All of the reports in this group are of the same style. I will use the RT Request Report as the
example for the group

This Information
refers to the Drawing

This Information refers
to the Weld Joint

Total Requests

This Information
refers to the Weld

This Information is the
Request… a Date for the Test,
but a “U” in the Status
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Weld Detail Reports
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Weld Details

This Screen is
divided into two
Sections: each plays
a role in the final
Report you generate

At any time you can
reset this form by
selecting the “Clear
Restrictions” button

This Screen begins blank,
which means there is no
restriction on the welds you
display. i.e. if you don’t
select any restrictions, you will
see “Everything”.

Let’s break the “Filter Report By…” Section into parts, exploring them in order.
If you select the “Drawing Number” dropdown, it will expand the list. In this Example, select
Drawing “SS-122”, Sheet “01”.
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Once selected, the screen changes to reflect my choice

I know that if I chose to show the Report now, all Welds on Drawing “SS-122” would appear, and
none from any other Drawing.
I can restrict my Report further by Selecting a Line from within Drawing “SS-122”.

Only Lines in the selected Drawing (“SS-122”) will appear in the list. I will select Line “15”
Only the Welds that are in Drawing “SS-122” AND on Line “15” will show in the Report
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The Second Section works in a similar way. I have selected the “Line Number” dropdown and I am
about to Select Line “88”. Notice that the previous example is still showing in the boxes.

When I make my selection the screen changes to show the following

Also Notice that the previous selections were automatically cleared for you
Now my Selection means that only Welds on Line “21” will appear in the Report. It does not matter
how many Drawings that Line appears in. Line “21” might appear on, say, 5 different Drawings, if
that was the case all the Welds from line “21” on all 5 Drawings would appear in the summary
In this Project, Line”21” is only shown on 1 Drawing, so I will not select a restriction by “Drawing
Number”
This process can be repeated with the remaining topics
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Now I have a choice between three options
1.
if I print the Report now, it will show ALL BW from every Line and every Drawing
2.
I can restrict the Report to show only BW that show on a specified Line
3.
I can restrict the Report to show only BW that show on a specified Drawing
I have chosen ‘option 2.’ (Line “21”) as above. Only “BW” on “Line 21”are listed here.

The 4th Section “Diameter”, works the same way as “Weld Type”.

You can also filter by “Control Number” or by “SubSystem”, or “Test Package” (from Hydro testing)
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We have seen how we can Filter the Information shown in the Report; now we need to look at the
way the Information is shown. I will use the following example to show how you can use the
7 Grouping choices of Report Printouts to get your desired results.
In this example I will not restrict the information at all, so all Information will be printed in the
Reports.

First let’s look at “Group By Drawing”.
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First Page
The “Details Report” Screen
information is carried
through to this Report

There are no Restrictions (“Filter”),
so therefore all Information will be
shown in this Report

I asked for the grouping to be done “By Drawing”, and I
received it. All the Welds below it are from this Drawing (“AA133-A(R-0)”) and Sheet (“01”). If either changes, you will see
a new heading for that Drawing/Sheet. Notice also the listing
is grouped by Control Number and its Revision also

Third Page Summary of the first Drawing (“AA-133-A(R-0)”)

I know that there are “10” Welds and “188.5” Linear Inches of weld on this first Drawing
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There are 16 pages in this Report. You might not want to print all of these pages when you are
interested in only part of the Information, you should consider Filtering (restricting) the Information
as shown in the previous section.
The Last Page

The Report
Summary of number
of Linear Inches the
Welders are
scheduled to weld

The Report
Summary of number
of Welds scheduled
The Report
Summary of
number of
Weld Joints

The Report Summary of
number of Weld Joints
that have a Weld Date.

Look at this
explanation, it reads
“Completed means
Welded, but not
necessarily Tested”

After closing the “Group By Drawing Report”, we shall look at the same Information, but with the
“Group By Weld Type” Report.
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First Page
The main Headings are
identical to the “Group By
Drawing” Report

The sub Grouping is
alphabetically by Drawing
Now the primary Grouping is
alphabetically by Weld Type

The Second Page

The
Report
The Summaries
Summariesininthis
this
are,
as
you
would
expect,
Report is,
are,asasyou
youwould
wouldfor
the
Weld
Type
expect, for
thethe
Weld
Type
is for
Weld
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The Final Page
The Summary for the last Weld Type

The exact same Grand Summary as the
“Group By Drawing” Report

After closing the “Group By Weld Type Report”, we shall look at the same Information, but with the
“Group By Diameter” Report.

The First Page

Once again, the main
Headings are identical to the
“Group By Diameter” Report

Now the primary Grouping is
alphabetically/ numerically by Diameter

The sub Grouping is
alphabetically by Drawing
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“Group-By Line”

“Group-By Control Number”
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The Reports over the next couple of
pages show the other choices within the
“Group Report By…” Section.

“Group-By Test Package”

And finally, “Group-By SubSystem”
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Now we have looked at all the “Weld Detail(s)” Reports, click “Close” to return to previous Screen
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Weld Details Summary By Drawing
The purpose of this report is to detail the amount of welding on each drawing by percentage versus
the amount of work done on the project.
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The 2 page (in this example Project) Weld Detail Summary Report has fewer details and no options
when compared to any of the 16+ page “Weld Detail” Reports. The Primary Grouping is by
“Drawing”, “Sheet Number” and “Control Number”.

Sub Grouping is by
Sheet (none shown
here), then sub-sub
Grouping is by Line
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The Totals match the
Project Summary

Weld Details Summary By Weld Type

This Report is a great way to quickly see how many of each Weld Type you have in the Project. It
also easily shows you a break-down of the Diameters in each Weld Type.

The Primary
Grouping is by
Weld Type

The Secondary
Grouping is by
Diameter of
Piping
Totals are shown at the bottom
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Weld Details Summary By Line, Test Package, and SubSystem

As you can see, the “Weld Detail Summary by Line” Report follows the same pattern as the “Weld
Detail Summary by Drawing” Report.
First Page

The Primary
Grouping is
by Line

The Secondary
Grouping is by
Drawing

The Final Page

The Totals match the
Project Summary
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Page 115
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Project Repair Summary
The Project Repairs Summary is an individual detailed printout of each weld that required repair
with all of the information of the repair including accepted date (if present).

Each Repair
is
separated
into two
parts, the
Original
Weld…
and the
Repair
Weld
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Tracer Summary Report
This Report lists all of the Welds used as Tracers for a rejected Weld. In this example, 2 Tracers
were made for the “original rejection” (“Tracer 1 of Original Weld” and “Tracer 2 of Original
Weld”). This Report shows 1 Level of Tracers; WeldTrack 6.0 allows you to create up to 3 Levels
of Tracers.

Rejections are shown
in red to easily see
them
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Welds that have been
rejected, but not yet Traced
also appear in this Report

Now we have finished with the “Weld Detail Reports”, select “Close”
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Weld Procedures
The “Weld Procedures” Report is a complete printout of each Weld Procedure used on the project,
complete with total number of weld procedures used in the project.
There is no SubScreen with the “Weld Procedures” button; it will show you the Print Preview as
soon as you press it.
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Specifications
The Specifications Report is a complete printout of each Specification used on the project detailing
the NDE requirements for each weld type based on percentage required by the specification.
As with Weld Procedures, there is no Sub-Screen with the “Specifications” button; it shows you the
Print Preview as soon as you press it.

The Primary
Grouping is by
Material
Specification

The Sub Grouping shows the
Testing Percentages for each
Weld Type within the Spec
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Drawing/Iso/Spools
The Drawing/ISO/Spools Report is a complete printout of all of the Drawings/Isometrics/Spool
Numbers that were used in the Current Project.
The third button in this column (Drawing/Iso/Spools) works like the other two buttons, it shows the
Preview immediately.
.

The Primary
Grouping is by
Drawing / Iso /
Spool Number

The Secondary Grouping shows
Sheet / Control Number

The Summary
the
Total
Number
of Drawings
/ Isometrics
/ Spools
The
SummaryShows
Shows
the
Total
Number
of Drawings
/
and
the
Total
Number
of
Sheets
/
Control
Numbers
in
the
Current
Isometrics / Spools And The total Number of Sheets / ControlProject
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Welder Reports
“Welder Reports” has a Sub Screen

Welder Statistics

The first step is to
decide which Welders
you would like to see
in the Report
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You can select a single Welder, or by holding the CTRL
key on the keyboard, select multiple Welders

Select the “>”(add)
Add button
button
and
all the
and
all Welders
the Welders
you selec
you ted
will be transferred
selected
will be transferred
into the
“Welders
to Print” to
listPrint”
into
the “Welders
li

I you want to see Reports
based on ALL the Welders,
select the “>>” (add all )
button

The first two buttons work in a similar
way to each other. So I will look at
them together, by showing how “Linear
Inches By Welder” works
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Linear Inches By Welder
First Page

The Primary
Grouping is
By Welder

The Third Level shows
the details of this
Welder’s Welds

The Secondary
Grouping is by
Drawing and
Sheet Number
and Line Number

Second Page

The Summary below each Welder shows
their totals, including the % that Welder
has welded of this Summary’s Total
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Last Page

The Grand Totals are shown
at the end of the Report
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Diameter Inches By Welder
As I have written, the “Diameter Inches By Welder” and “Linear Inches By Welder” work in a
similar fashion… the only difference is the resultant Report

The main difference in
the Report is here
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Rejections by Welder
The “Rejected Welds Summary by Welder” report shows all the Welds that were Rejected, but
might not be Repaired. This Report groups by Welder and counts the “number of rejections”, not
specifically the inches rejected (because the repair must be complete before the inches is determined)
First Page

Page 128

Final Page

The Summary is based on
Quantity of Rejections, not
Linear Inches of Repair
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Welder Qualifications Report

The “Welder Qualifications Report” is a complete printout of each welder working on the project
and their WPS welder qualifications
Each Welder shown in this
Report must have a Weld
assigned to them.
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Welders Graph
The “Welders Graph” button produces the 2-page Report, Page 1 is the “Welder Linear Inches by
Welder for the Project” (okay, I admit that is a mouthful, but I really couldn’t think of a shorter
name that really described this Report)

First Page

Note each
Note
each
Welder
Welder has
hasa
unique
color
a unique and
data
l marker
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Second Page: Summary of Welders’ Productivity
A “Welder” Day is just that, a day
on which a Welder has a Weld
assigned to them. You might want
to think of this like “man-hours”.

Total number of Welders
who have an assigned
Weld

Linear Inches per Welder Day =
Total Linear Inches Welded
Welder Days
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Repairs by Welder
While the “Rejections by Welder” report looks at all Welds with Rejections, this “Repairs by
Welder” report looks at only those Rejections which have been Repaired. Therefore, linear inches
can be used in this Report.

First Page

Page 133

Second Page
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Weld Status by Welder
All of the “Weld Status By Welder” buttons produce the same style of Report. I will explore only
the “RT Weld Status By Welder”
The RT Weld Status by Welder Report tracks and prints out the RT record for each welder’s status
for this project.

The Primary
Grouping is by
Welder

The Secondary
Grouping is by
Material Spec
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Once finished with the “Welder Reports”, select “Close” to return to main Reports Screen
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NDE Examination Log Reports
Once selected, the “NDE Examination Log Reports” button opens a Sub Screen.
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Examination Logs
These reports allow the Quality Control Department to keep an ongoing record of all the NDE that
has been performed on the Project by NDE process. Each and every weld that has been inspected
can be located and all weld details can be reviewed at any time.
All of the “Examination Logs” function in much the same way. I will use the “RT Examination
Log” button as the example for this Group.
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Page One
The Primary
Grouping is by
Drawing, Sheet,
and Control
Number

The Third
Grouping shows
the details of the
Welds

The Secondary Grouping is by
Weld Joint and Line Number

At the end of the Report, on the Final Page, we see the Report Summary

Note: Only Welds with the
appropriate Material Spec,
Weld Type, AND Test %
above 0% are included in
the “in Spec” Weld Joints
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Untested Welds
These reports allow the Quality Control Department to find welds that may be required to be
inspected to meet the project NDE percentage requirements. If you have looked at the “RT
Examination Log” and find you need to test another weld (or multiple welds) to meet spec, look at
the “RT Untested in Spec” to locate an appropriate weld to test.
All the “Untested Welds” buttons, like the “Examination Logs”, function in much the same way. I
will use the “RT Untested in Spec” button as the example for this Group.
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These “Untested in Spec” Reports let you identify which Welds you could test if you were under the
NDE Spec test %. (You can see that these Reports have the same layout as the “NDE Examination
Logs” Reports)
The Primary
Grouping is by
Drawing and
Sheet Number

The Third
Grouping shows
the details of the
Welds

The Secondary
Grouping is by
Weld Joint and
Line Number

The Summary appears at
the end of the Report
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Productivity

The “Productivity” button opens a Sub Screen with some unique features on it. This Sub Screen
allows you to see Weld Data over any time period you desire (days, weeks, or more). A series of
steps are needed to get the most efficient use out of this Sub Screen. (Whenever you open this Sub
Screen, it will automatically have today’s date preloaded for you)
1. Select the Start
Year you would
like to explore
2. Select the Start
Month you would
like to explore

3. Select the Start
Day you would like
to explore

OR just click
this button to
show the
entire Project

just
OR just
type in
type
inthe
the
dates using
dates
the
format
using
the
shown here

5. Select the
Finish Month
you would like
to explore

4. Select the Finish
Year you would
like to explore

6. Select the
Finish Day you
would like to
explore

format

In this Example I am looking at all the Project’s Productivity for the month of August, 2004
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I have chosen to see the Entire
Project by selecting the “Select
Entire Project Dates” button.

The following pages show these
Reports. A week is considered
7 days from the date you
selected as the “Begin Date”.
Only weeks with Welds welded
in them will be shown.
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Rejections By WPS By Week
First Page

Second Page
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Rejections By Welder By Week
First and only Page
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Rejections By Spec By Week
First Page

Second Page
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Rejections By Weld Type By Week
First Page

Second Page
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Linear Inches By Project By Date

Linear Inches By Project By Date – 3D

The Project is
identified by
the Project ID

The Totals for the Dates
you specified
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The Dates you
specified

The Averages for the
Dates you specified

These Reports filter
information to show only
Welds welded during the
“Begin Date” and “End Date”
AND by the Welders selected

Welder Linear Inches By Date
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First Page “Report”

The Primary
Grouping is
by Welder

The Dates you selected
on the previous Screen
The Third Level
Grouping shows
the details of the
Welds

Secondary Grouping
is by Drawing and
Sheet Number

Final Page “Report”
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First Page “Chart”

Second Page “Chart”
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Welder Diameter Inches By Date

The Dates you selected
on the Previous Screen

Diameter Inches =
Welder % x Diameter

The Primary
Grouping is
by Welder

Secondary
Grouping is by
Drawing and Sheet
Number

The Summary for each Welder tells you the Welder’s Daily
Average and their Total Diameter Inches Welded over the
time period you selected
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The Third
Grouping level
shows the details
of the Welds

First Page “Chart”

Second Page “Chart”
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Weld Details By Welder By Date

First Page

Page 154

Final Page
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Repairs By Welder By Date

First Page”

Page 156

Second Page

Rejections By Welder By Date
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First Page

Final Page
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Welder Rejections By Welder By Date By WPS

These Reports examine
Rejections within the dates you
have selected, for the Welders
you selected, for the WPS you
select here. I will use the “By
RT” Report to show an example
for the group

I realize this image is small, but
it gives you an idea of layout of
the Reports, two WPSs can fit
on a page.
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Zoomed in, you can see some of the details. Note only two of the weeks
between your selected “Begin Date” and “End Date” contain Welds. These
intermediate weeks are shown in the graph, but not in the ‘Data Table’ below the
chart. Only Welders you have selected and who have Welds within the ‘Dates’
show here. Notice “BH” and “FS” have a “0” for the week beginning “01-Sep2005” (they had Welds, but none were rejected for this WPS), but a blank for the
week beginning “22-Sep-2005” (they had no Welds during that week)
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Charts

The “Graphs/Charts” Sub Screen contains three main buttons. Each button produces a report very
similar to the Charts from the Production Sub Screen.
The main difference between the Charts is that the three buttons on the “Graphs/Charts” Screen will
give you Charts for the entire Project; you cannot select dates like you can in the Production Sub
Screen.
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Linear Inches By Project

Page 162

Page 163

First Page

Page 164

Second Page
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Labels
There are two kinds of Labels, “Page Tab Labels” and “ “Flash” Labels”.

Page Tab Labels

These “Labels” can be used to put on
page dividers in a Turnover Package

When you first select the “Page Tab Labels”, a warning might appear because you need special
Label Sheets to put into your printer.

When you have made sure you have put the Labels into
the Printer, simply select the “OK” button
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You use these Labels (Avery® 08167™/5167™) to attach to Page Tabs for the Project Binder.

Open Labels Table
This table allows you to control the content of your Page Labels, edit it at will.

You can alter any text,
delete anything, or add
labels by typing them in at
the bottom of the list
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“Flash” Labels

A “Flash” Label (Avery® 08160™/5160™) is designed to be used in conjunction with the QC/QA
requests forms. The Flash Labels are created in the Weld Details section of the program by entering
an RT date and leaving “U” in the acceptance area. This will create an RT Flash to be used by the
NDE Inspection Company on the RT film coinciding with the RT Request.
The Information for this Report is drawn from RT Requests.
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All Reports Form
The “Open the “All Reports” Form” allows you to select individual reports for preview or printout to
customize the reporting format to meet customer’s preferred requirements
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All of the Individual Reports are contained in this ‘one-stop-shopping’ Screen; each Section on this
Screen represents a Screen on the main Reports Screen

The “All” Check Box, will select
all the boxes in that section

This check-box
will open a
subscreen

You must select Dates
to use these reports
If you select any Check Boxes that open Sub Screens,
those Sub Screens will be opened before you can
Preview or Print those Reports. All other selections will
Preview/Print Reports immediately

Be a little careful with this Screen, IF YOUR COMPUTER IS LOW ON MEMORY OR IS NOT
VERY FAST, LIMIT THE NUMBER OF REPORTS YOU SELECT AT ONE TIME. It is easy
enough to select a bunch, hit “Print”, wait a minute for them to start printing, then Select more and
“Print” those, it really doesn’t take much longer.
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The left side selections work in the
same manner as their namesakes in
the other Report Screens we have
just looked at.

The right side selections work
somewhat differently. I will
examine these over the next
few pages of this Manual

The option button here affects all of the
Reports in the “Project Reports” section

If you leave the button as “Entire
Project”, all the Reports will look like their
counterparts in the other Report areas

If you select the “SubSystems” button, all
the Reports in this area change to Filter
and Group by SybSystem
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For now, I will leave the
selection as “Entire Project”

To see the difference between the
two kinds of Reports, let’s
examine again “RT Status”

Now click the “Preview Selected Report(s)
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Leave the check
box selected

By selecting the “SubSystems” button,
you will notice two items appear below
the “SubSystems” button

When you first come into this screen,
you will see all the SubSections from
the Project on the left.
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You can select a single SubSection
or hold the CTRL key and select
multiple SubSections.
IThen
orderselect
to explore
the
the “>”
button

For the next pages of this manual, I
want to select “move all” button (>>)
Then “Close”
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Leave the Check box selected

With the SubSystems selected,
I will click the “Preview
Selected Report(s)” button.
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This Report will take up several
pages because each SubSystem
appears on its own page
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Because
Because we
we are
are looking
looking at
at
SubSystems,
SubSystems, we
we can
can see
see if
if any
any
Welds
have
missing
SubSystems,
Welds have missing SubSystems,
II will
will click
click the
the “Preview
“Preview Selected
Selected
Report(s)”
button.
Report(s)” button.
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This Report identifies
one Weld in the Project
is missing a SubSystem
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The “Repairs” Section is special
in that it is controlled by the
“Select Welders to Print” and
the “SubSystems” button

The three Reports located
below the two main sections
are independent of any other
selections on the screen.

I have examined the “Labels”
reports earlier, I will preview the
“Hydro Test Packages Release
Information”
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Importing Data
Not all Data must be input by hand into WELDTRACK® 6.0. Included in with the software is an
Excel® Spreadsheet called “WeldTrack copy-paste.xls”. this gives you an easy template to use to
Import four key types of information: WPSs, Specifications, Drawings, and Welders.
It is not a complex task to import data into WELDTRACK® 6.0; however some experience with Excel®
will be advantageous.
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Page 181
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Maintenance/Troubleshooting

Changing Your Password

From the opening screen,
select “Change Password”
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You should see your User
Name here; if it is
incorrect, close Weld Track
and open it again with
your User Name

Type in your current password.
For security, you will not see the letters you
type. Be careful, your password is case
sensitive (“A” is not the same as “a”).

Type your new password and retype it in
the “Confirm New Password” box. Try to
select a password that is easy for you to
remember and difficult for others to guess
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Some dialogue boxes you might see when you hit the “Enter” key.

Problem: the original password you typed is incorrect.
Solution: retype you current password in the “Old
Password” box, be careful, you might have the Caps
Lock key turned on your keyboard. It is case sensitive.

Problem: You did not type in the exact same
password into both the “New Password” and the
“Confirm New Password” boxes.
Solution: Retype both boxes

Problem: You typed the same password in all three
boxes,
Solution: You need to retype the “New Password” and
“Confirm New Password” boxes with a different
password
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Compacting WeldTrack

When you first log in, you need to click the
button that says “Click Me At Least Once A
Week”. This button compacts WeldTrack and
makes it work faster.
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Troubleshooting
Although WELDTRACK® 6.0 has been designed and tested to very high standards, you can help the
program continue to function efficiently…
The Major issue with ANY program where you enter data is to protect the data from mistaken
deletion
PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU BACK UP YOUR COMPUTER OFTEN, ONCE A DAY IS NOT
TOO MUCH IF YOU ENTER A LOT OF DATA!! You might need to contact the computer
administrator to set this up…THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING YOU WILL EVER DO
ON YOU COMPUTER

Concern
The CD does not automatically begin the
installation procedure (Page 1)

My computer will not let me install the program,
it tells me to go to my administrator

WELDTRACK® 6.0 was quick to begin now over
time it has slowed down

I use the “Click Me At Least Once A Week”
button and the system is still slowing

Solution
Open “My computer” from your desktop and
look for the “WeldTrack” CD Rom, double click
on it then double click on the file called
“Setup.exe”. Then follow the installation
instructions at the beginning of this manual
Some computers at work are “locked down”
(meaning you are not allowed to install software)
so inform the computer administrators(the
computer “techies”) that you need to install a
piece of software, they will help you from there
Make sure you run the maintenance program
built into WELDTRACK® 6.0, you do this after
you log onto the software (give your password)
AND BEFORE you push the button that says
“Start WeldTrack”. On the screen there is a
button which reads “Click Me At Least Once A
Week”. If you continue to follow its
instructions, you software will run faster
TECH PEOPLE ONLY: do a search for the file
called “WeldTrack 6.0 Data” and open it. Select
the button called “Compact and Repair
Database…”

If you have any other questions, please contact us at www.WeldTrack.com for the most up-to-date
phone number.
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